The combined universal probability M(D) of strings x in sets D is close to max x∈D M({x}): their ∼ logs differ by at most D's information j=I(D : H) about the halting sequence H. Thus if all x have complexity K(x) ≥ k, D carries ≥ i bits of information on each x where i+j ∼ k. Note, there are no ways (whether natural or artificial) to generate D with significant I(D : H).
1 D is typically enormous, and a much more concise theory can often represent the relevant part of what is known about x. Yet, such ad hoc approaches are secondary: raw observations are anyway their ultimate source.
2 This analysis ignores issues of finding short programs efficiently. Limited-space versions of absolute complexity results are usually straightforward. Time-limited versions often are not, due to difficulties of inverting one-way functions. However the inversion problems have time-optimal algorithms. See such discussions in [Levin 13a ].
The present paper shows this could not happen, except as a purely mathematical construction. Any such D has high information I(D : H) about Halting Problem H ("Turing's Password" :-). So, they are "exotic": there are no ways to generate such D; see this informational version of Church-Turing Thesis discussed at the end of [Levin 13] .
Consider finite sets D containing only strings of high ( k) complexity. One way to find such D is to generate at random a small number of strings x ∈ {0, 1} k . With a little luck, all x would have high complexity, but D would contain virtually all information about each of them.
Another (less realistic :-) method is to gain access to the halting problem sequence H and use it to select for D all strings x of complexity ∼ k from among all k-bit strings. Then D contains little information about most of its x but much information about H ! Yet another way is to combine both methods. Let v h be the set of all strings vs with K(vs) 2 Conventions and Kolmogorov Complexity Tools.
We use a prefix algorithm U : U (p)=x iff U (p0)=U (p1)=x. Auxiliary inputs y in U y are not so restricted. 3 p is total if U halts on all k-bit ps for some k. Our U is universal, i.e. minimizes (up to ) complexities K, M below, and left-total : if U (p1s) halts, p0 is total. 4 H(i)
is a rarity Q-test i.e., Q(t Q,v )≤1 for any Q, v. It is the largest test, i.e., t = O(t) for any lower-enumerable
3 All results below remain valid, of course, if relativized by giving U an extra auxiliary input. 4 U is turned into left-total U by enumerating p in order of convergence of U (p) and assigning them consecutive
3 The Results. [Shen 83 ]. χ def = χ λ . Low-χ (i.e. random under simple distributions) a, Kolmogorov called stochastic. The other a are "exotic," i.e. have high I(a : H):
Then we prove that all stochastic sets have simple (high M) members:
Informal proof outline: We enumerate a small (thus of low members complexity) L, and a test
In each interval with total p we select one output L p =U (pp ) and update a Q-test t p (X). Its ln(t p (X)) accumulates M p (X), until {L r |r≤p} intersects X, upon which t p (X) drops to 0.
This is possible since the mean choice of L p does not increase Q(t p ), and the minimal increase cannot exceed the mean: this is the key point of the proof.
For all total p∈{0,1} i+j , we build inductively a list L={L p ∈U (pS)} and Q-tests t p (=t L p (X)), using L p and t p =t p−1 (or =1 if p=0 i+j ): 
